SURF N STUFF N TIPS
AERIAL IMAGERY
As you might imagine, Microsoft has a full research and development facility. At today's site, you can get a
sneak peak at the mapping service that the company is working on. Microsoft TerraService offers high
resolution USGS aerial imagery and USGS topographic maps.
You can locate imagery by clicking on the map, entering a city or town name in the "Search TerraServer"
form at the top of the page, or entering a U.S. street address. Another way to see the images is to just keep
zooming in on the U.S. map.
TO VISIT THIS SITE, GO HERE: <http://terraservice.net/>

PICK A SEAT

PHOTOS FOR FLIGHT BUFFS

Next time you fly, pick a seat--a good seat If you
haven't had a bad seat on an airline, you haven't
really traveled. We all know the cheaper they get,
the worse they are.

The folks at Airliners say it is the biggest and most
visited aviation site on the Internet.
Some 700,000 photographs of airplanes, jets and
other airborne devices are viewable.

But what's the inside scoop? Is an exit row seat
roomier than one in front of the lavatory? How
much wider is an America West airbus seat than a
Spirit MD80?

If you yearn to reminisce, the forum provides a way
to find others with similar interests. The site also features aviation news, data and history. It even offers a
travel section.

SeatGuru gives you the nitty-gritty on airline seating. Floor plans of specific jets are on display so
you can evaluate seat placement and dimensions.
And traveler's reviews give a real-world perspective
of specific seating.

If it has been awhile since you have seen a Hawker
Hurricane, don't miss this site.

Now, if you could only pick the person seated next
to you!

<http://snipurl.com/d8bj>

TO VISIT THIS SITE, GO HERE:

Las Vegas on the Cheap

TO VISIT THIS SITE, GO HERE:

In Phoenix, there used to be a restaurant called
"Chuck's Ninety-fiver." Any full meal in the house
was 95 cents, including drink.

<http://www.seatguru.com>

If this sounds like your kind of action, you'll love the
Cheapo Vegas Web site.

BLUE ANGELS
If you are interested in seeing some photos of
the Blue Angels and some nice scenery, click
the link below.

Let Casino Boy guide you through the maze of Las
Vegas hotels and casinos. Click "Las Vegas on 25
cents a day" or study a map of "Dingy Old Downtown." Or compare buffets and find games with the
lowest limits.

Viewing the pictures requires Adobe Acrobat
Reader or other software that can open Adobe
PDF files.

Live life small at Cheapo Vegas!
TO VISIT THIS SITE, GO HERE:

http://www.87th-s-and-d.org/Air%
20Support.pdf

<http://www.cheapovegas.com/index.php>
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